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Abstract
Balatz M.Ya., Belyaev I.M., Dorofeev V.A. et al. Study of the Diffrattive Production of Baryon
States and Search for Cryptoexotic Baryons with Hidden Strangeness: IHEP Preprint 93-96. -
Protvino, 1993. - p. 13, figs. 7, tables 1, refs.: 15.

The reactions of baryon diffractive production p + N —• (pK+K~ ) + N, p-\- N —* (p4>) + N,
p + N -+ [A(1520)tf+] + N and p + N -» [E(1385) O A: + ] + N in the 70 GeV proton beam
were studied. Very sensitive upper limits for the production cross sections of heavy narrow
cryptoexotic baryon resonances with hidden strangeness were obtained.

AHHOTaiJHH

Baj iau M . S . , BejiaeB M.M.,.Hopo4>eeB B . A . H up. HccjieaoBamie öapHOHHbix COCTOSHHH B npo-

IieCCaX JIH^paKUHOHHOrO 06pa30BaHHH H nOHCKH KpHnTO3K3OTHHeCKHX 6apHOHOB CO CKpblTOH
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npoueccu ÄH^paKUHOHHoro o6pa3OBaHHi 6apnoHHbix CHCTCM B

p+N -* (pK+K-)+N,p+N -f (P^)+^,p+iV -» [A(l52Q)K+]+NiP+N - [E(1385
npa 3HeprHH npoTOHOB Ep=70 FaB. IIonyKeHbi oneHH HH3KHe orpaHHHeHHK an« ceneHHH npo-
UeCCOB 06pa30BaHH8 y3KHX T£»CeJIUX KpHnTO3K3OTHHeCKHX 6apBOBHbtX pe3OHaHCOB CO

CTpaHHOCTbK).
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The search for heavy narrow baryon resonances with hidden strangeness is
the subject of much current interest because of general problems of the study of
exotic hadrons as well as some direct evidences of possible existence of several
such hadron states with mass > 2-i-3 GeV, which have been obtained earlier by
different groups (U(3100) and M+ (3250) mesons [1-3], i\^(1960) [4], E(3170) [5]
and R(3520) [6] baryons). Thus, a thorough study of the poorly understood
heavy baryon mass region M ~ 2 ~ 4 GeV seems now quite desirable.

In the experiments at the SPHINX facility [7] on the 70 GeV proton beam of
the IHEP accelerator a wide program of searching for exotic barypns in diffrac-
tive production processes is being carried out [7,8]. As it is stated in a number
of papers, the diffractive production reactions with Pomejon exchange offer
some new possibilities to search for exotic hadrons (see, for example, Refs.[4],
[8]-[11]). Indeed, as it is apparent from the Pomeron exchange mechanism for
the diffraction reactions, only the states with the same charges and flavors as
for the primary hadron can be produced in these processes. Besides there is
an additional limitation for the quantum numbers of the hadrons to be pro-
duced, which is stipulated by the Gribov-Morrison selection rule for changing
the (parity (AP) and spin (A J) in the transitions from primary hadron to the
diffractively produped hadronic system: AP = (—1)AJ. For example, in the
proton diffraction only baryonic states with natural sets of quantum numbers
Jp = l /2+ ; 3/2"; 5/2+; 7/2" etc. can be excited due to this rule. But
the Gribov-Morrison selection rule is not a rigorous law and Jias an approximate
character.

In spite of all these limitations and serious problems with the separation
between the diffractive production of resonance states and some nonresonance
hadron clusters it should be noted that the diffractive production mechanism
seems to be quite favourable for the search of new exotic hadrons. The items
of special interest here are the searches for heavy hadrons with anomalously.
narrow decay width, which were mentioned earlier.



Here we present the first result of these searches in diffractive production
reactions

+ p ) + N (1)

+ N, (2)

U

+ Nt (3)

Reactions (l)-(3) may be very useful for the searches of cryptoexotic baryons
with hidden strangeness B^ = \qqqss > (here q are u- or d-quarks). For that
purpose, reaction (2), forbidden by OZI rule is especially interesting. Non-
resonance processes of this kind may be more strongly suppressed by. the OZI
rule than multiquark Bj, baryon production reaction. Therefore the background
conditions for the observation of exotic B$ baryons may be much more favorable
in (2) than in nonsuppressed reactions.

The study of reactions (l)-(3) was performed earlier only in the experiment
of ANL group at proton momentum of 11.75 GeV [12]. In this experiment the
setup had a limited acceptance which was practically zero in the mass region
of M > 2.6 -i- 2.8 GeV. There were no statistically significant evidences of any
structure in the effective mass spectra of <f>p> A(1520)-fiT+ and pK+K~ systems.
The upper limits for the cross sections' of baryon resonance production were
obtained (see Ref. [12]).

In the experiments of the SPHINX Collaboration the sensitivity of these
searches was significantly increased. The SPHINX setup [7], which permits
effective detection of events with charged particles and photons, includes a
wide aperture magnetic spectrometer with proportional and drift chambers and
a kodoscope 7 spectrometer with lead glass counters. The charged particles in
the final states were identified by means of two multichannel threshold gas
Cherenkov counters.and differential RICH detector with the registration of
images of several Cherenkov radiation rings.

During the measurements in proton beam with Ep = 70 GeV a flux of
Np = 1.12 • 1011 p passed through the SPHINX target (4.85 • 1023 CH2/cm2).
The apparatus was triggered by the signals, corresponding to the events with 3
charged particles in the final state which had passed through the magnetic spec-
trometer. At least two (one) of these particles gave no signals in the Cherenkov
threshold counters Ci(C2), i.e., they are candidates for the protons with mo-
mentum Pp < 40 GeV or kaons with PK < 21 GeV. The main procedure of the



identification of charged particles was performed in the off line analysis with
the RICH detector. The details of the measurements, the data analysis and the
procedure of particle identification were discussed in Ref. [7j.

The effective mass spectra for the systems K+K~ and pK~ in (1) are pre-
sented in Fig.l. In these spectra the peaks of <f> meson and A(1520) hyperon are
very clearly seen, and thus reactions (2) and (3) can be singled out. The sub-
traction method for background under the peaks of <£ and A(1520) is described
in detail in Ref. [7]. As it follows from the study of dN/dP} distributions for
(l)-(3), in all these 3 reactions the coherent processes of diffraction production
of (K+K~p) system, on carbon nucleus are dominating (see Fig.2). These co-
herent processes are characterized by slopes in dN/dP$ b > 30 -f- 40 GeV~2. To
single out the coherent reaction events we use the cut on transverse momentum
P | < 0.075 GeV2.
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Figure 1. The data on the reaction p+N -* K+K~p+N at Ep = 70 GeV: a) the invariant mass
spectrum of K+K~; the <f> peak with M = 1020.0±0.2 MeV and T = 12.0±0.6 MeV
is clearly seen; b) the invariant mass spectrum of K~p\ the A(1520) peak with
M = 1520.0 ± 0.3 MeV and V = 22.0 ± 0.8 MeV is observed in this spectrum (the
errors are statistical). The experimental data on <f> and A(1520) are in agreement
with their tabulated parameters (with the account of the instrumental resolution).

For the coherent region in both effective mass spectra M{<f>p)
and M[A(1520)iir+] some structure with the mass M ~ 2170 MeV and the
width r a* 110 MeV is observed (Fig.3a and b). Both spectra have the
same characteristics and, therefore, can be summed. The resulting spectrum
M[<f>p + k(152Q)K+] is presented in Fig.3c. It is obtained by summing up the
<j>p and A(1520)iir+ spectra Weighted with the setup efficiencies for the corre-
sponding processes with account of branching ratios BR(<f) -» K+K~) = 0.49
and Bfl[A(1520) - K~p] = 0.225.
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Figure 2. The dN/dP} distributions for reactions (l)-(3).
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Figure 3. The invariant mass spectrum of 4>p and A(1520)A'+ systems for diffractive coherent
production reactions on carbon nuclei (for P% < 0.075 GeV2 in reactions (2) and
(3)). a) in the reaction p+C -* (<fo) + C; b) in the reaction p+C -> [A(1520)tf+] +
C; c) the summed mass spectrum — for the reaction p + C —* X + C; X —•
<f>p or A(1520)A"+; in this spectrum the events of <f>p and A(1520)/f+ type N' are
weighted with the acceptance of the setup with account of the branchings BR{4> —>
K+K~) = 0.49 and 5Jl[A(1520) -+ pK~] = 0.225.



By fitting this summed spectrum the cross section for the coherent produc-
tion of "X(2170)" structure was obtained

<7["X(2170)"]|c • BR = a\p +-C -> "X(2170)" + C] • BR["X(2170)" -*

-• <t>p or A(1520)#+] = (790 ± 90) nb/C nucleus. (4)

Prom this value the production cross section per nucleon can be estimated as

nrt ( 66 nb/nucleon (a ~ A) ,„.

BR ~ | ^ ^ ^ \a „ J / 3 ) (5)
The linear dependence of the cross section on the atomic number of the

target nucleus may be applied in coherent processes.
There is no serious contradiction between the SPHINX results (4), (5) and

ANL group result (<r["X(2170)")|p • BR < 200 nb; with C.L. 5<r). It must be
stated that the nature of the "-X(2170)" structure is unclear now and needs
further study. The inverted commas in the notation of this state are used to
stress this point. The wide acceptance of the SPHINX facility has made it
possible to search for heavy baryon resonances in (l)-(3) in the effective mass
region up to M = 4.5 GeV and, first of all, for baryons with anomalously
small decay widths, which can b$ candidates fdr exotic pentaquark baryons
with hidden strangeness. For the illustration the <fip effective mass spectra in
the region of M > 2.75 GeV are presented in Fig.4. There are no statistically
significant heavy baryon structures in all three mass spectra under study (i.e.
for <f)p, A(1520)K+ and K+K~p systems). Very sensitive upper limits for the
cross sections of the resonance production reactions were obtained. They are
given in Fig.5 and in Table 1. In particular, for the state i?(3520) which was
observed earlier by JINR-Bucharest group in the reaction n~ +p —• i?(3520) +
X°\ i?(3520) -+ pK+K*(890)~n- with the cross section av • BR = 14 ±3 fib [6],
the SPHINX upper limits for diffractive/ production cross sections are obtained
to be

ap[fi(3520)]|nuc/eon • Bi?[fi(3520) .-> <f>p] < 0.27 nb/nucleon . (6)

ap[R(3b20)]\-nucUon • £fl[fl(3520) -> A(1520)tf+] < 3.4 nb/nucleon (7)

ap[JR(3520)]|nuc/can • BR[R(3520) -> pK+K'] < 2.6 nb/nucleon (8)

(95% C.L.). These values are by 4-5 orders of magnitude lower than the cross
section of il(3520) production claimed in [6] for pion reaction.
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Figure 4. Search for narrow heavy baryons B+ with hidden strangeness in the diffractive pro-
duction reaction p + N —* B+ + N with the decay channel B^, —• <f>p (in the mass

' region M > 2.75 GeV). a) The mass spectrum of the K+K~ system in the reaction
p+ N -> K+K~p + N for M{K+K~p) > 2.75 GeV; it is clear from this figure
and from the comparison with Fig. la that in the SPHINX experiment with good
K* meson identification (in RICH counter) the <f> mesons are reliably separated
from the background even in the region of large mass M(K+K~p). b) Invariant
mass spectrum of the <f>p system fpr all the values of the transverse momentum Pj.
c) The same as in b) but for P% < 0.075 (GeV)2. d) The same as in b) but for
P$ > 0.15 (GeV)2.
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Table 1. Upper limits (95% confidence level) for diffractive production cross sections of heavy
baryons with small width (F ^ 50 MeV) in the reactions (l)-(3) (in nb/nucleon)

M,
GeV
2.3
2,4
2.5
2.6
2.7
2.96
3.5
4.0
4.5

(1)
nb/N
5.09
2.87
2.71
1.38
4.13
5.70
2.55
6.53
3.87

(2)
nb/N
8.64
8.00
3.89
2.50
3.80
2.23
0.27
0.43
0.71

(3)
nb/N

2.42
15.35
13.11
10.37
13.19
5.37
3.42
0.91
1.69

Simultaneously with reactions ( l ) - ( 3 ) on the SPHINX se tup the process

TV, (9)

U ATT0

is also studied. For the selection of this process we use the same trigger events
as for reactions of (l)-(3). The identification of the charged particles in the final
state of (9) (pn~K+) is performed with the help of Cherenkov counter system
(RICH and C\,Cz) with the same procedure, as for (l)-(3). The details of the
separation and study of reaction (9) can be found in Ref. [13] (see also Ref. 14).
Here we present only the data for effective mass spectrum M[S(1385)°.RT+] in
the large mass region M > 2.5 GeV (see Fig.6).

In this spectrum there is no statistically significant evidences for any res-
onance production. The upper limits for the corresponding cross sections are
presented in Fig.7. In particular, the upper limit for #(3520) baryon is found
tq be

a[R(3S20)+]\nucleon:BR[R+ 16 nb/nucleon (10)

(95%C.L.).
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Thus, the first results of the SPHINX experiment failed to confirm the
existence of heavy narrow baryon resonances, candidates for cryptoexotic
states with hidden strangeness, which were seen earlier by different groups
(I\fy(1960) [4]} £(3170) [5]? H(3520) [6]). No statistically significant evidences
for new heavy baryon states of this type in the mass region 2.3 GeV< M <
4.5 GeV were found in the SPHINX data and only quite stringent upper limits
for their diffractive production cross sections were obtained (Figs.5 and 7). The
interpretation of some structures in the intermediate mass region (for example,
"•X(2170)w) is unclear now and they need further studies? In spite of the ab-
sence of direct contradictions between the SPHINX diffractive production data
and the results of Refs [4-6], in which some evidences for possible exotic baryon
candidates were claimed for other processes, the very low values of the corre-
sponding SPHINX cross section limits shed some doubts for the real existence
of these unusual hadrons.

It is a pleasure for us to express our gratitude to the stuff members of IHEP
and ITEP for the help in carrying out the experiment. One of us (V.F.K.) is
grateful to Soros foundation for financial support.
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